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Computing reaction rates

Consider a stochastic system such as a protein or
bio-molecule. We assume a Brownian dynamics model for
simplicity although this is not required:

dx(t) =
(
∇D− βD(x)∇U(x)

)
dt + R(x) dW (t)

R(x) R(x)T = 2 D(x)

Reactant state: A, product state: B. These are open simply
connected regions.

Calculate: rateA→B and rateB→A.

A direct simulation by counting trajectories going from A to B
and back can be extremely slow or intractable.
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Definition of rates

∂ρ(x , t)

∂t
= − ∂

∂x

(
[∇D−βD(x)∇U(x)] ρ(x , t)

)
+
∂2

∂x2
(
D(x) ρ(x , t)

)
3 key rates can be defined based on the eigenvalues of the forward
Fokker-Planck equation:

1 λ2: second eigenvalue of FP. Describes the rate of
convergence to equilibrium.

2 kAB = ρBλ2: reaction rate from A to B

3 kBA = ρAλ2: reaction rate from B to A
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Reactive trajectories

Consider a very long trajectory of length T . Make note when a
trajectory first enters A or first enters B.

A B

TB += t

TA += t

++NA→B

++NA→B

++NB→A

TA (resp. TB): time spent between first entering A and first
entering B.

NA→B(T ): number of transitions from A to B during T .
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Rate definition using reactive trajectories

λ2 = lim
T→∞

NA→B(T )

T
= lim

T→∞

NB→A(T )

T

kAB = ρB λ2 = lim
T→∞

NA→B(T )

TA

kBA = ρA λ2 = lim
T→∞

NB→A(T )

TB
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Direct approaches for computing rates

1 Solution of Fokker-Planck equation (e-value): PDE has too
many dimensions.

2 Long trajectory and counting transitions (e.g., NA→B(T )):
impractical since typically the reaction rates are small and the
mean passage times very long.

3 Proposed solution: introduce macro-states = large cells
forming a partition of space.

4 Advantages:
1 Eigenvalue λ2 can be computed because of the small number

of macro-states.
2 Local sampling is sufficient to reconstruct all kinetic

information.
3 Exact rates can be reconstructed under mild assumptions.
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Definition of coarse states

Example construction based on Voronoi cells.
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Four methods

1 Markov state models [MSM]
Singhal et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2004.; Swope et al., Theory. J. Phys. Chem. B,

2004; Swope et al., J. Phys. Chem. B, 2004; Chodera et al., Multiscale Model.

Simul., 2006; Chodera et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2007.

2 Tilted dynamics [TD]
Vanden-Eijnden et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2009.

3 Non-equilibrium umbrella sampling [NEUS]
Warmflash et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2007; Dickson et al. J. Chem. Phys., 2009.

4 Accelerated weighted ensemble [AWE]
Bhatt et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2010; Darve et al., “Computing reaction rates in

bio-molecular systems using discrete macro-states,” in Innovations in

Biomolecular Modeling and Simulations, ed: T. Schlick, 2012; Abdul-Wahid et

al., “An Accelerated Weighted Ensemble for Protein Folding using

Heterogeneous Distributed Computing,” SC12, submitted.
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All methods enhance sampling but different approximations are
made:

MSM: Markov approximation; reduced computational cost;
accuracy difficult to control.

TD: unbiased; increased computational cost; convergence is
difficult to control.

NEUS: unbiased; guaranteed convergence; complex
data-structure.

AWE: unbiased; guaranteed convergence; simple
data-structure.
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MSM: eigenvalues and rates

Define:

Pij(τ) = P(walker in cell i at time t0 = 0 is in cell j at t1 = τ)

First e-vector with e-value 1 is the equilibrium density, which
is related to the free energy of states.

Second e-vector with e-value µ2 close to 1 provides the rate:

rate =
− ln(µ2)

τ

The entries Pij can be accurately computed, independently of
the rate (e.g., slow rate).

However the accuracy of µ2 is sensitive to τ : the memory or
non-Markovity effect.
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Memory

At small lag time τ , we have a significant bias: the rate is
over-estimated. Markov assumption is not satisfied:
P(kτ) 6= P(τ)k .

This can be difficult to detect and fix, as one is required to
run simulations with different τs and monitor convergence.

Memory effect disappears under two independent
assumptions:

Long lag-time τ
Choice of optimal cells based on committor function
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Markov state model error

Two results were derived. Eigenvector expansion of the
Fokker-Planck equation:

ρ(x , t|x0, 0) =
∑
k

ψk(x0) ρk(x) e−λk t , µ2 ≈ e−λ2τ

Assumption 1: long lag time τ :

Error in µ2 = O(e−λ3τ )

Or it is possible to get accurate results even with a short
lag-time. Assumption 2: the cells are defined by:

Ci = {x | iε ≤ ψ2(x) < (i + 1)ε}, i integer
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Dependence of statistical error on τ

The statistical error
when computing µ2
depends on τ .

Accounting for the
statistical errors in
the entries Pij(τ), we
can calculate the
variance of µ2.
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Long lag time increase of error

At “long” lag times statistical errors increase rapidly.

Plateau corresponds to τ � λ−13 = “direct” rate calculation
= sampling trajectories going from one basin to the other.
Benefits of MSM are lost.

We need to find a trade-off between two difficulties. 1) At
short lag times, we have a systematic error; 2) At long lag
times, statistical errors are large.

Accuracy of rate depends strongly on choice of cells.
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Tilted dynamics

Remove Markov approximation. Unbiased estimate. Reactive
trajectories viewpoint.
This requires (as for NEUS and AWE) a “global” convergence
of statistics.
B is a cemetery state: absorbing boundary condition.
This means that the calculation is out of equilibrium with a
“flux” of particles from A to B.

A B

∂Ci ∩ ∂Cj

Cj Ci
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Tilted dynamics algorithm

Iterate until convergence:

1 Local sampling in each state; when a trajectory attempts to
exit a state, record event and randomly choose a point on the
boundary that is “re-entering.” This is done using a database
of interface points.

2 Based on statistics of exit points, calculate the weight of each
macro-state and the non-equilibrium flux between states. This
data is required for step 1 to compute the probability of
choosing a state interface for re-entry.

P∂Ci∩∂Cj
=

ρj νji∑
k 6=i ρk νki

, νki : probability to exit k through i
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Convergence

Convergence is difficult to monitor. We need to converge
simultaneously:

νji : obtained through local sampling; statistical errors.
Required input: P∂Ci∩∂Cj

.

P∂Ci∩∂Cj
: requires global convergence of fluxes. Required

input: νji .

As the global convergence of flux estimates converge (P∂Ci∩∂Cj
),

statistical error in νji needs to be reduced accordingly.
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Non-equilibrium umbrella sampling

Scheme is similar to TD.

Non-equilibrium simulation: B is a cemetery state.

Additional ingredient: when a trajectory exits a state (j → i),
a fraction of its weight is transferred to state i . This ensures a
convergence of the state weights.

Convergence is in principle easier to monitor.

Global convergence still required: convergence of state
weights affects the local sampling, which in turn determines
the steady-state state weights.
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Accelerated weighted ensemble

As in TD and NEUS, we run many walkers. This time,
walkers are allowed to leave macro-states.

In order to maintain the population of walkers in a
macro-state, a resampling algorithm is used: after a time τ ,
walkers are split if a state is depleted or merged if a state is
over-crowded.
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Re-sampling algorithm

Goal: produce statistically unbiased results.

Allow in-(de-)creasing the number of walkers in each
macro-state to maintain a target number.

Achieved by assigning a statistical weight to each walker.

The sum of the weights of walkers in a state is the probability
of the state.

As a result of the specific algorithm we use, all walkers in a
given macro-state have identical probabilistic weight after
resampling algorithm.
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# list0: initial list

# list1: final list of walkers after resampling

x = list0.pop()

while True: # while loop exits using a break.

Wx = weights[x]

if (Wx >= tw or len(list0) == 0):

# walker splitting

r = max(1, int(floor( Wx / tw )))

r = min(r,ntargetwalkers-nwalkerlist1)

nwalkerlist1 += r

for item in repeat(x,r):

# insert r copies of walkers in list1

list1.append(item)

newweights.append(tw)

if nwalkerlist1 < ntargetwalkers and

Wx - r*tw > 0.0:

list0.append(x)

weights[x] = Wx - r*tw

...
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while True: # while loop exits using a break.

Wx = weights[x]

if (Wx >= tw or len(list0) == 0):

...

if len(list0)>0:

x = list0.pop()

else:

break

else:

y = list0.pop()

Wy = weights[y]

# walker merging

Wxy = Wx + Wy

p = random.random()

# randomly select a walker

if p < Wy / Wxy:

x = y

weights[x] = Wxy
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AWE with colored walkers

Method to calculate both the forward and
backward rates.

Red walkers: walkers who last entered A.

Blue walkers: walkers who last entered B.

Rate: fraction of walkers changing color
(red to blue for forward and blue to red
for backward) per unit time.

Method is always unbiased. (Converges to
the committor function.)

Initially accelerated by updating the
macro-state weights using the transition
matrix P (reduces initial bias due to
initial conditions).
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Relation to previous methods: AWE/MSM

As in MSM, the rate can be obtained from the eigenvalue of
the transition matrix P.

However because a non-equilibrium calculation is carried out
(with multi-coloring), the calculation is exact and not
dependent on the Markov approximation.

Note: if a single iteration is carried out (no-resampling), the
two methods are identical.

Distribution of walkers in states accounts for the
non-equilibrium flux of walkers from A to B.
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Resampling with τ = ∆t

Special case of the general algorithm with resampling every step.

Ci
∂Ci ∂Ci

Jump to ∂Ci from Ci

Jump to Ci from ∂Ci
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AWE/TD-NEUS

Take τ = ∆t = one time step. Then two methods become
comparable.

TD always chooses a new walker on the boundary. Whereas
for AWE:

1 If walker leaves, a point inside Ci is randomly duplicated
2 Whenever a walker enters, a walker is randomly deleted

TD: random jumps from ∂Ci to ∂Ci .

AWE: random jumps from ∂Ci to Ci (exit == (1)) and from
Ci to ∂Ci (entry == (2)).

AWE does not require maintaining a database of
re-entry points as in TD/NEUS.
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AWE with arbitrary resample time τ

A choice τ � ∆t is preferable because it leads to additional
scalability on parallel machines.

Iterate the following steps:
1 Resample.
2 Integrate forward each walker by a time τ .

Summary:

Unbiased
Simple convergence monitoring
Scalable
Simple implementation. Key routine is the weight resampling.
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Parallel implementation

The method was implemented using Work Queue.

WQ is a framework to run parallel codes on all possible
parallel platforms: cloud (Amazon), grid (Condor), multi-core
cluster, GPU cluster.

Requires a molecular dynamics code. The code runs
unmodified. BYOMDC.

Calculation is driven by a python script. BYOA.

Interaction with MD code is only through input and output
files.
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Work Queue
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Fig. 1. Multiple masters running on a Notre Dame server sharing
resources (workers) which are managed by worker pools in multiple
environments. The masters advertise their runtime properties to the Cat-
alog Server. Pools and workers use these properties to allocate workers
and locate the master, respectively. After accepting a connection from a
worker, the masters dispatches a task to the worker, which then returns
the results. The pools manage workers on the Condor grid, comprising
machines at the University of Notre Dame, Purdue University, and
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Other pools were at Notre Dame
and Stanford grids (CPU only and CPU+GPU, respectively), as well
as on Amazon EC2 and Windows Azure instances.

Figure 1 displays the architecture that we use for AWE
applications. As can be seen, we have multiple applica-
tions (Work Queue masters) sharing workers managed
by several worker pools, which will be discussed in the
next section. The worker pools can be run on different
types of computing platforms allowing mutiple resources
to be exposed to the applications via a single abstraction.

B. Worker Pool

A worker pool is a number of workers managed
by a Work Queue utility called work queue pool. the
work queue pool program manages the worker re-
sources on behalf of the user, and it is capable of submit-
ting workers en mass on various distributed computing
environments, such as Condor, SGE, and Amazon EC2.
Thus, users can start a number of workers on the target
environment with a single work queue pool command.
The worker pool is also responsible for distributing
workers properly among multiple masters so that com-
puting resources are efficiently utilized. For instance,
if a worker pool discovers a newly started master, it
automatically provides an appropriate number of workers
to that master.

C. Catalog Server

The catalog server is a program that stores name-value
pairs on behalf of its clients and return the collection of
the name-values to the clients that request them. In Work
Queue applications, the catalog server is used to match
workers with masters and coordinate information among
masters, workers, and worker pools.

The Work Queue framework includes a catalog mode
for both the master and the worker. When a master
runs in catalog mode, it periodically advertises its status
information to a catalog server. The status information
contains the hostname, port, and project name of the
master. When a worker runs in the catalog mode, it
queries the catalog server for a list of available masters
and selects a master to connect to based on its project
preferences. Since the master’s hostname and port are
included in its status information, the worker knows
where to connect to the desired master without being
given a specific hostname and port in advance.

Another important role of the catalog server is to
share useful information among masters, workers and
worker pools. for example, a master’s status information
also includes runtime statistics of the master, such as
the number of workers connected, the number of tasks
in each state (waiting, running, and complete). This
information can be queried by other components in the
system (workers and worker pool) to help the system to
perform appropriate resource management operations.

D. Worker Distribution

The worker pool is responsible for determining how its
workers should be distributed. The master is responsible
for releasing its workers if needed. The worker employs
a randomized algorithm to select a master to work for.
These three components and the catalog server together
enforce a user desired distribution of workers among
multiple masters.

The worker pool determines the worker distribution
among multiple masters based on the user supplied
policy and the runtime status of existing masters. The
worker pool queries the catalog server periodically to
obtain a list of masters and their status. After each query,
the worker pool calculates a new worker distribution and
updates this decision to the catalog server. The worker
pool automatically allocates new workers as needed.

The number of workers that a worker pool should
provide to a master is defined by three attributes: the
first is the number of workers needed by the master,
the second is the maximum number of workers the
pool may allocate, and the third is the distribution
policy among multiple masters that the pool serves. The

4
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Numerical results

Alanine dipeptide; Amber 96, Generalized Born, T = 300
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Eigenvectors for A→ B and B → A

Top left: definition of
A and B
Top right: state
weights; x-axis: brute
force; y-axis: AWE,
forward/backward evec
Bottom left: forward
evec

Bottom right:

backward evec
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Macro-state weight convergence

Left: state weights vs index for the MSM simulation, the 1st
e-vector from MSM, and the state weights in AWE.

Right: state weights vs index, and forward and backward e-vectors
for AWE.
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Convergence of the flux

Mean = 0.013/ns, std = 0.006, brute force flux = 0.013/ns
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Conclusion

Discussion of 4 methods based on macro-states to calculate slow
reaction rates in high-dimensional stochastic systems.

Method Markov Aspt Global Cvg Iterative Cvg Cplx data structure

MSM Yes No No No
TD No Yes Yes Yes

NEUS No Yes No Yes
AWE No Yes No No

MSM: Markov state model; TD: tilted dynamics; NEUS: non-equilibrium

umbrella sampling; AWE: accelerated weighted ensemble; Aspt =

assumption; Cvg = convergence; Cplx = complex; Iterative Cvg: requires

the simultaneous convergence of flux data and statistical errors.
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